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The elderly ornithologist found the poem while walking along the
river to spot herons. It was barely alive and waterlogged, and he didn’t
expect it to last the night.The elderly ornithologist carefully placed it
in a nice, dry shoe box lined with paper towels and was quite relieved
to see that it was still alive when he checked in the morning. He
resolved to nurse it back to health and set about creating a care plan.
His knowledge of poetics was insufficient, accustomed as he was to
clear, descriptive science writing and stories that mean one thing.
Frustrating Google searches yielded nothing but the sudden
emergence of ads for online MFAs. He drove to his old alma mater
and visited some creative writing faculty to ask for help but learned
little in the way of practical care tips. One of the faculty he spoke to
did say that the poem in his care had a lot of implications and some
interesting imagery. Inquiries to poetry journals went unanswered for
months, if they were answered at all.When they eventually responded,
it was usually just to say that journals received so many submissions
they couldn’t possibly respond individually to everyone, but they
appreciated his interest. Finally, he settled for keeping the poem in an
antique birdcage and feeding it dried mealworms and water from an
eyedropper. It was slow going, but the poem got better. It grew a
beautiful crest of green and blue feathers that one day caught a shaft
of sunlight like seed that will sprout no matter how long it has been
stored.At night the poem sang him sweet, sad songs.The elderly
ornithologist did not confuse solitude for loneliness, yet he was
grateful for the company.The poem outlived the ancient gray parrot
that had tormented his grandchildren for years. One day he
accidentally left the cage door open and the poem escaped. He
watched it fly south, making lazy loops in the air currents, until he lost
sight of it beyond a bank of cottonwood trees.The amazing thing is
that several months later he found it again. It had been used in the
construction of a robin’s nest. He liked to peek in nests because he
loved the blue of a robin’s egg in a way he could not give voice. He
made a note in a birding journal so he could later retrieve it, but
when winter arrived he looked around his library at the many nests
he had collected—oriole and sparrow, robin and warbling—and
realized bookshelves were ill-suited to such preservation.The
presentation boxes took all winter to build and by the time spring
arrived he thought of a question about beauty and found the answer
was about something else entirely.
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